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Condition for the occurrence of phase slip centers in superconducting nanowires under applied
current or voltage
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Experimental results on the phase slip process in superconducting lead nanowires are presented under two
different experimental conditions: constant applied current or constant voltage. Based on these experiments we
established a simple model which gives us the condition of the appearance of phase slip centers in a quasi-
one-dimensional wire. The competition between two relaxations times~relaxation time of the absolute value of
the order parametert ucu and relaxation time of the phase of the order parameter in the phase slip centertf)
governs the phase slip process. Phase slips, as periodic oscillations in time of the order parameter, are only
possible if the gradient of the phase grows faster than the value of the order parameter in the phase slip center,
or equivalently iftf,t ucu .
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of superconductivity it was expec
that if the superconductor was subjected to a constant ele
field superconductivity will inevitably be destroyed. The re
son is that the superconducting electrons will be acceler
by the electric field and will reach a velocity above its cri
cal velocity. However, if the sample is short enough or if t
electric field exists only in a small part of the sample su
that the path over which the Cooper pairs are accelerated
sufficiently short an electric field can exist in the sample
the presence of superconductivity. Another example is
presence of an electric field in the superconducting sam
which is attached to a normal metal. In this geometry
injected current from the normal metal will be converted in
a superconducting current at a distance of about the ch
imbalance distance (LQ), and on that scale an electric fie
will exist in the sample.1 In this case the electric field i
compensated for by the gradient of the chemical potentiams

of superconducting electrons and it does not lead to an
celeration of the superconducting condensate~see, for ex-
ample, the book by Schmidt2!.

But there is another mechanism which allows superc
ductivity to survive in the presence of an electric field de
in the superconducting sample of arbitrary length. This is
phase slipmechanism. Initially this phenomenon was used
order to estimate the relaxation time of superconducting c
rent in a superconducting wire.3 If the order parameter van
ishes in one point of the wire the phase of the supercond
ing order parameter exhibits a jump of 2p at that point,3 and
as a result the momentump.¹f decreases by 2p/L. So
even if the electric field accelerates the superconducting e
trons it does not lead to a destruction of superconducti
because the momentum is able to relax through the ph
slip mechanism.

This simple idea was already understood a long time a
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Therefore, it is very surprising that there are practically
experimental or theoretical works studying in detail wh
will happen if a voltage~i.e., electric field! is applied to the
superconductor. In previous works mainly the situation w
applied current~i.e., theI 5const regime! was studied. In the
latter case the phase slip process was studied theoretica
detail~see, for example, the review of Ivlev and Kopnin4 and
the books by Tinkham1 and Tidecks5!. On the basis of a
numerical solution of the extended time-depend
Ginzburg-Landau equations it was found that the phase
~PS! phenomenon exists in some region of currents. The lo
est critical current at which a PS solution first appears in
system may be smaller than the depairing Ginzurg-Lan
current density, and as a result it leads to hysteresis in
I -V characteristics in theI 5const regime.4,5

The I 5const regime was also studied experimentally in
number of works4,5 starting from the paper of Meyer an
co-workers.6,7 The most characteristic effect of the phase s
mechanism is the appearance of a stair like structure in
current-voltage characteristics. In Ref. 8 a simple pheno
enological model was built in order to quantitatively descri
this feature. It was proposed that every step in theI -V char-
acteristic is connected with the appearance of a new ph
sip center~PSC! that increases the resistivity of the samp
by a finite value. In this model, it was conjectured that in
region of the sample with size of about the coherence len
j fast oscillations of the order parameter occurs in tim
which produces normal quasiparticles. Because of the fi
time needed to convert normal electrons into supercond
ing electrons1,2 there is a region of size of aboutLQ near the
phase slip center where the electric field and the normal
rent are different from zero. This means that the chem
potential of superconductingms and normal electronsmn are
different near the PSC and their difference is proportiona
the charge imbalanceQ in a given point of the
superconductor.1,8 Usually LQ@j, and therefore it is pos-
©2004 The American Physical Society12-1
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sible to neglect the region of sizej over whichucu oscillates,
which allows us to consider that phenomena as a tim
independent process. In such a model every phase slip c
contributes to a finite voltage, which is equal toVPSC
52LQrn(I 2bI c)/S with rn the normal resistivity,S the
cross section of the current carrying region,I c the critical
current, andb,1 a phenomenological parameter. In the e
periment of Dolan and Jackel9 the distribution ofms andmn
near a PSC were measured which fully supported the ide
Ref. 8 that a difference exist betweenms and mn near the
phase slip center.

Despite numerous theoretical and experimental invest
tions the physical conditions under which phase slip p
nomena can exist is still not clear. In a review4 on this sub-
ject it was claimed that phase slip phenomena are conne
with the presence of a limiting cycle in the system whi
leads to such types of oscillations. But up to now no exp
nation of how and why such a limiting cycle leads to pha
slip has been presented.

Based on our previous work10 on the time-dependen
Ginzburg-Landau equations~the investigated systems we
superconducting rings in the presence of an external m
netic field! we know that systems which are governed
such equations exhibit two relaxation times. One is the
laxation time of the phase of the order parametertf , and the
other is the relaxation time of the absolute value of the or
parametert ucu . In Ref. 10 it was established that phase s
processes can occur in such systems when, roughly spea
tf,t ucu . In the present paper we discuss this question in
context of superconducting wires in the presence of an
plied current or voltage.

To our knowledge there exists only a single theoreti
work in which a superconducting wire in the presence of
applied voltage was studied.11 The authors used the simp
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations and found
the behavior of the system is very complicated and stron
depends on the length of the wire and the applied volta
Neither a detailed analysis nor any physical interpretation
their results was presented. In a recent letter12 we presented
our preliminary theoretical and experimental results on
dynamics of the superconducting condensate in wires un
an applied voltage. It turned out that in this case theI -V
characteristics exhibit a S shape which was explained by t
appearance of phase slip centers in the wire and their r
rangement in time. In the present paper we will present m
details and extend our previous work to the situation
which defects are present, and we investigate the effect
boundary conditions and of an applied magnetic field.

The paper is organized as following. In Sec. II we pres
our theoretical results and give the conditions for the ex
tence of phase slip centers when current~Sec. II A! or volt-
age ~Sec. II B! is applied to the superconducting wire.
Sec. III we show our experimental results, and in Sec. IV
compare theory and experiment.

II. THEORY

We study the current-voltage characteristics of quasi-o
dimensional superconductors using the generalized ti
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dependent Ginzburg-Landau~TDGL! equation. The latter
was first written down in the work of Ref. 13:

u

A11g2ucu2 S ]

]t
1 iw1

g2

2

]ucu2

]t Dc

5~¹2 iA!2c1~12ucu2!c. ~1!

In comparison with the simple time-dependent Ginzbu
Landau equation whereg50, this allows us to describe
wider current region~with a proper choice of the paramete
u andg) where a superconducting resistive state exists
gives us a wider temperature region in which Eq.~1! is
applicable.13–15 The inelastic collision timetE for electron-
phonon scattering is taking into account in the above eq
tion through the temperature dependent parameterg
52tED0(T)/\ (D054kBTcu

1/2(12T/Tc)
1/2/p is the equi-

librium value of the order parameter!.
Equation~1! should be supplemented with the equati

for the electrostatic potential

Dw5div$Im@c* ~¹2 iA!c#%, ~2!

which is nothing else than the condition for the conservat
of the total current in the wire, i.e., divj50. In Eqs.~1! and
~2! all the physical quantities~order parameterc5ucueif,
vector potentialA and electrostatical potentialw) are mea-
sured in dimensionless units: the vector potentialA and mo-
mentum of superconducting condensatep5¹f2A is scaled
by the unitF0 /(2pj) ~whereF0 is the quantum of mag-
netic flux!, the order parameter is in units ofD0 and the
coordinates are in units of the coherence lengthj(T). In
these units the magnetic field is scaled byHc2 and the cur-
rent density byj 05cF0/8p2L2j. Time is scaled in units of
the Ginzburg-Landau relaxation timetGL54psnl2/c2

52T\/pD0
2, the electrostatic potential (w), is in units of

w05cF0/8p2jlsn5\/2etGL (sn is the normal-state con
ductivity!. In our calculations we mainly made use of th
bridge geometry boundary conditions:uc(2L/2)u
5uc(L/2)u51, w(2L/2)50, w(L/2)5V, and c(L/2,t
1dt)5c(L/2,t)e2 iw(L/2)dt. We chose these boundary cond
tions because at low temperatures the normal current is
verted to a superconducting one due to the Andreev refl
tion on a distance of aboutj0.0.18\vF /kBTc near theS
2N boundary.1,17 This means that there is practically no in
jection of quasiparticles from the normal material to the s
perconductor and hence we can neglect the effect of ch
imbalance near the S-N boundary. The bridge geome
boundary conditions models this situation. The parameteu
is about 5.79 according to Ref. 13. We also putA50 in Eqs.
~1! and ~2! because we considered the one-dimensio
model, in which the effect of the self-induced magnetic fie
is negligible and we assume that no external magnetic fiel
applied.

A. Constant current regime

Let us first consider the more simple case when a cons
external current is applied to the sample. In such a cas
was theoretically found13,14 that the system exhibits a hyste
2-2
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CONDITION FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF PHASE SLIP . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094512 ~2004!
etic behavior. If one starts from the superconducting s
and increases the current the superconducting state swi
to the resistive superconducting or normal state at the up
critical current densityj c2 which, in a defectless sample,
equal to the Ginzburg-Landau depairing current densityj GL

5A4/27j 0. Starting from the resistive state and decreas
the current it is possible to keep the sample in the resis
state even for currents up toj c1, j c2 ~which we call the low
critical current!. For j c1, j , j c2 such a state is realized as
periodic oscillation of the order parameter in time at o
point of the superconductor.13,14 When the order paramete
reaches zero in this point a phase slip of 2p occurs. This is
the reason why such a state is now called a phase slip
and this point a phase slip center~PSC!. Using results ob-
tained @on the basis of Eq.~1! with g50] in our earlier
work10 we claim that the value ofj c1 depends on the ratio
between the two characteristic times in the sample: the ph
relaxation time of the order parametertf and the relaxation
time of the absolute value of the order parametert ucu in the
region ~with size of aboutj) where the oscillations of the
order parameter occurs. The reasons for this are as follo

Having written Eq.~1! for the dynamics of the phase an
the absolute value of the order parameter in a quasi-o
dimensional wire of lengthL (2L/2,s,L/2)

uA11g2ucu2
]ucu
]t

5
]2ucu

]s2
1ucu@12ucu22~¹f!2#,

~3a!

]f

]t
5w2

A11g2ucu2

uucu2
] j n

]s
, ~3b!

it is easy to estimate both relaxation times. Indeed, from
~3a! it directly follows that

t ucu;uA11g2ucu2.ug ~ for g@1!. ~4!

To determinetf we need to know how fast the phase~or
more exactly the phase gradient¹f) changes over the re
gion ~with size of aboutj) at which the order paramete
oscillates. Because the electrostatic potentialw changes over
a distanceLQ@j for g@1 ~whereLQ

2 5A11g2ucu2/uucu2

.g/u is the square of the decay length of the normal curr
density and the charge imbalanceQ) and that the order pa
rameter is about unity already ats56j, we can estimate the
time derivative](f1j2f2j)/]t;LQj n(0). On first sight
we could also use the superconducting componentj s
5ucu2¹f of the full current in order to estimate the le
hand side~LHS! of Eq. ~3b! due to the relation] j n /]s
52] j s /]s. But near the phase slip center we cannot u
approximation] j s /]s; j s(0)lQ because bothucu and f
change appreciably on a length scale ofj. Therefore it is
essential that the LHS of Eq.~3b! is proportional to the nor-
mal current density in the phase slip center.

Consequently we find that

tf.
1

LQj n~0!
. ~5!
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In terms of the language used by Schmid and Scho¨n,18 t ucu is
the ‘‘longitudinal’’ time and tf decreases with increasin
‘‘transverse’’ time becausetf;1/LQ;1/AtQ.

In Ref. 10 the transitions between states with differe
vorticity were studied for a superconducting ring in a perpe
dicular magnetic field. For that purpose Eq.~1! with g50
was used. It turned out that transitions occur through
appearance of phase slip centers in some point along
ring. The main result of that paper can be summarized
follows: In the point where the phase slip event occurs
absolute value of the order parameter initially decreases
after the phase slip eventucu increases. This means that th
right hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~3a! is negative before the
phase slip event and positive after the phase slip event in
phase slip region. In Ref. 10 it was shown that the distrib
tion of ucu near the phase slip center is almost the same
before and after the phase slip event and that the sign of
RHS of Eq.~3a! is governed by the competition between t
positive term]2ucu/]s21ucu(12ucu2) and the negative term
2(¹f)2ucu. It turned out that there is a critical value (¹f)c
which depends on the value of the order parameter in
phase slip centerucuPSC such that if¹f.(¹f)c the RHS of
Eq. ~3a! is negative which provides the necessary condit
for the appearance of the next phase slip event~for further
details, see Ref. 10!. It is essential that the time over whic
ucu and¹f changes are different@see Eqs.~4! and~5!#. Thus
if after the phase slip eventucu increases faster than¹f the
next phase slip event will be impossible because at any t
¹f will be less than (¹f)c . This leads us to conclude tha
phase slip process which is periodic in time can exist, bu
the condition that the inequalitytf&t ucu is fulfilled. Because
the above consideration may give us only an order-
magnitude estimate, we can with the same accuracy rep
j n(0) by an applied currentj @see Fig. 1~b! below# in Eq. ~5!.
This gives us an estimation for the lower critical current:

j c1.
1

t ucuLQ
. ~6!

By varying the parameterg we can change botht ucu and
LQ and hence we can varyj c1. Already in Ref. 13–15 it was
found that by increasing the parameterg ~or u as was done in
Ref. 4! leads to a decreasing lower critical currentj c1. This
is direct consequence of Eq.~6! becauset ucuLQ;g3/2u1/2. In
Fig. 1 we show the voltage in the sample, the normal curr
density and the absolute value of the order parameter in
phase slip center averaged over the time as a function of
external current for two different values ofg. In our simu-
lations we started from the superconducting state withj
, j GL . At j . j GL the system jumps instantaneous to the
sistive state with finite voltage.19 Than we decrease the ex
ternal current and atj , j c1 the system transits to the pure
superconducting state withV50. We should emphasize tha
at j→ j c1 the voltage jumps by afinite value ~this result is
qualitatively different from the results of Refs. 13–15, whe
the authors found thatV→0 at j→ j c1!. It means that there is
a finite maximal oscillation period for the order parameter
the phase slip center. We believe that the finite voltage ju
DV or finite period of oscillations is directly connecte
2-3
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S. MICHOTTEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094512 ~2004!
with the threshold conditiontf.t ucu for the activation of
regular phase slip processes in the constant current re
and it means thatDV;1/t ucu .

Before going further we should stress here that the co
tion tf&t ucu for the existence of a phase slip process i
rather rough estimate. Indeed, Eqs.~3a! and ~3b! are a
coupled system of equations, and besidest ucu , it explicitly
@see Eq.~4!# depends on the value ofucu and tf on the
normal current density in PS center@see Eq.~5!#. However,
the above condition allows us to explain the general qua
tive properties of the phase slip processes~including the ex-
istence ofDV and j c1 and their dependence ong andu) and
predict new features which will be discussed below.

Far enough fromj c1 the dependence ofV( j ) on the cur-
rent is close to linear. When the current increases,tf de-
creases and hence the timetPSC between two phase slip
also decreases and the order parameter has less time f
covering at the phase slip center. That is the reason why
time averaged voltage increases~as^V&52p/tPSC), the av-
eraged order parameter^uc(0)u& decreases and the fractio
of the normal current̂ j n(0)&/ j increases with increasin
external current. It is interesting to note that from the ph
nomenological Skocpol-Beasley-Tinkham~SBT! ~Ref. 8!
model it follows that^ j n(0)&/ j 512b j c1 / j which qualita-
tively resembles the dependence shown in Fig. 1~b!.

FIG. 1. The dependence of the time averaged voltage~a! on the
external current for a wire containing only one phase slip cente
~b! and ~c! the dependencies of the normal current density~b! and
the order parameter~c! in the phase slip center are shown. Leng
of the wire is 40j. Solid curves correspond tog510(LQ.2.3j),
and the dotted curves are forg540 (LQ.4.1j).
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Let us now discuss the effect of defects on theI -V char-
acteristic. This question was considered previously in Ref.
for two different models of defects: a local variation of th
critical temperature and a local variation of the mean f
path. We will repeat these calculations partially and interp
it in terms of a competition betweentf andt ucu . In addition
to the first type of defect we will also study the effect of th
variation of the cross-section of the wire.

The first type of defect is the inclusion of a region in th
superconductor which suppressesTc and the order paramete
becomes lower than the equilibrium valueD0 even in the
absence of any external current. This is modeled20 by intro-
ducing the termr(s)c on the RHS of Eq.~1!. In the present
calculation we chooser(s)52r0u(0.52usu). The largerr0

is the more the order parameter is suppressed in the cent
the wire. First, such a defect leads to a decrease of the u
critical current j c2. Secondly, it decreases the lower critic
current j c1. Indeed, when we introduce a defect, the RHS
Eq. ~3a! decreases at the spatial position where the or
parameter oscillations and henceucu needs more time to
change in that spatial position. Thus this type of defect le
to an increase of the relaxation time of the order paramete
the region of the defect~as an indirect proof of this we found
a decreasingDV with an increasing ‘‘strength’’ of the de
fect!. If the size of the defect is smaller thanLQ we can
neglect its effect on the relaxation time of the phase of
order parameter. Finally, we can conclude that the ‘‘stro
ger’’ the defect the smaller the value of the lower critic
current j c1.

In Fig. 2~a! we present our numerical results for two di
ferent values ofr0. With an increasing strength of the defe
the upper and lower critical currents decrease and star
merge. As a consequence the hysteresis in theI -V character-
istics will disappear when the defect is sufficiently strong

The second type of defect is one for which we have
local decrease of the cross-section of the wire. In this c
we expect thatt ucu will not be influenced. The situation with
tf is more complicated because a large part of the super
ductor with a size of aboutLQ participates in the formation
of this time. Two limiting cases can be distinguished. If t
defect is much smaller thanLQ we can neglect its effect on
tf , and hence we will have the same lower critical curre
as for the case of an ideal wire. In the opposite case o
defect with a size much larger thanLQ we only have to take
into account the increased current density in the part of
wire where we have a smaller cross-section and apply
~5!. In this case the currentj c1 is decreased by a facto
Dav /Dl , where Dav is the average cross-section andDl
,Dav is the local reduced cross section.

Another important question is the value of the upper cr
cal currentj c2. If the size of the defect is larger thanj then
the proximity effect from adjacent parts near the defect w
be small andj c2 will decrease by a factorDav /Dl ~in the
opposite case the currentj c2 is almost defect independent!.
Therefore, for a defect with lengthj, l !LQ the I -V char-
acteristic may be reversible with a proper choice of the
rameters~as in the case of a local suppression ofTc). In Fig.
2~b! we show the results of our numerical calculations a

In
2-4
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CONDITION FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF PHASE SLIP . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094512 ~2004!
we obtain a qualitative agreement with the above phys
arguments. When the length of the defect is smaller thanLQ

then the lowest critical current density practically does
change. In the opposite casej c1 decreases by a factor o
Dav /Dl . The upper critical current density changes cons
erably only if the length of the defect exceedsj. Unfortu-
nately, we are not able to consider the case for which
length of the defect is simultaneously much smaller thanLQ

and much larger thanj because of computational restri
tions. For example, when we increaseg by a factor of 2 the
time of calculations also increases by a factor of 2 but
ratio LQ /j increases roughly only by a factor ofA2 for g
@1. The reason for this is that when we increaseg we need
to take a smaller time step@see Eq.~1!# which increases the
computation time.

When the wire has a length less thanLQ then this will
affect the distribution of the normal current density in t
wire and hence the timetf and the lower critical currentj c1.
Indeed from our bridge boundary conditions it follows th
] j n /]s(6L/2)50 @see Eq.~3b!#. Then taking into accoun
that ]^f&/]t5Vu(s)/2 we can easily obtain, in the limi
LQ@j, that

FIG. 2. The dependence of the time averaged voltage on
external current for a wire containing a single defect.~a! corre-
sponds to a wire with a local suppression of theTc ~dotted curve for
r0522, dashed curve forr50 and solid curve for a wire withou
defect!. ~b! corresponds to a local variation of the cross section

the wire which we modeled asD(s)512be2s2/ l d
2
. The solid curve

in this figure is for a wire without a defect, the dashed curve fo
wire with defect parametersb50.5 andl d50.5, the dotted curve
with b50.2 andl d52, and the dash-dotted curve withb50.5 and
l d52. The length of the wire isL540j and the parameterg510
(LQ.2.3j).
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^ j n~0!&5
V~ j !

2LQ

1

tanh~L/2LQ!
, ~7!

where the current̂ j n(0)& is the average normal current i
the phase slip center.

The voltage jumpDV.2p/t ucu at j c1 should not change
with varying L ~at least forL@j when the proximity effect
does not have an effect ont ucu). From Eq.~7! it then follows
that the normal current density increases with increas
length. But^ j n(0)& should always be smaller than the fu
currentj. This implies that the critical current densityj c1 will
increase with the decreasing length of the wire asj c1
;1/tanh(L/2LQ) in order to keep the ratiôj n(0)&/ j con-
stant. Figure 3 illustrates the dependence ofj c1 on the length
of the wire which we obtained on the basis of a numeri
solution of Eqs.~1! and ~2!. Unfortunately, in our calcula-
tions we are not able to use very large values ofg and the
maximal value ofLQ was 4.1j for g540. But nevertheless
we found thatj c1 increases with decreasing wire length. W
should add here that we also found thatDV decreases a little
bit. We connect this with a small change int ucu due to the
small length of the wire and hence the increased effect of
boundaries.

A more pronounced effect of the finite length of the wi
on the value ofj c1 is found for the case that we use the N
boundary conditions: c(6L/2)50 and ]w/]s(6L/2)
52 j . These boundary conditions are approximately va
for samples at temperatures close toTc . It is easy to show
that in this case

^ j n~0!&5
V~ j !

2LQ

tanh~L/2LQ!

121/a•cosh~L/2LQ!
, ~8!

wherea5^ j n(0)&/ j ,1 @see Fig. 1~b!#. In this casej c1 also
increases with decreasing wire length~see the inset in Fig.
3!. In addition, there is a finite lengthL0 for which ^ j n(0)&
→`. This implies that the phase slip process is not poss

e

f

a

FIG. 3. Dependence of the low critical currentj c1 on the length
of the superconducting wire for different values ofg. The current
j c1 is normalized to its value (j c1* ) at lengthsL@LQ . With increas-
ing g the decay length of the normal current increases and hencj c1

starts to depend onL for longer wires. In the inset, the dependen
of j c1 on the length of the superconducting wire for S-N bounda
conditions is shown.
2-5
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in wires with lengthL,L0. In such wires the system goe
from the superconducting state directly to the normal sta

Not only the finite length of the sample is able to chan
the value ofj c1. If we apply a magnetic field parallel to th
length of the wire it will suppress the order parameter in
sample. Our analysis shows that if the diameter of the wird
is less than 2j and if we can neglect screening effectsl
.j) then the distribution of the order parameter will be u
form along the cross-section of the wire. The order param
depends onH as

ucu2512~H/Hc!
2

with Hc.2.9F0 /pjd. This behavior is very similar to the
behavior of a thin plate in a parallel magnetic field21,22 or a
thin and narrow ring in a perpendicular magnetic field.23 In
all cases the transition to the normal state is of second o
and the vorticity in the wire will be equal to zero due to t
small cross section of the sample.

Because the order parameter practically does not dep
on the radial coordinate of the wire we can use the o
dimensional model in order to study the response of the
tem on the applied current. In order to take into account
suppression ofucu by the magnetic field~H! we add to the
RHS of Eq.~1! the term2(H/Hc)

2c. In some respects thi
is similar to the way we introduced the first type of defect
our wire. We can expect thatt ucu will increase with increas-
ing H ~because the strength of the defect increases!. But
because the magnetic field suppresses the order param
everywhere in the sample it also leads to an increase ofLQ ,
because in the TDGL modelLQ;1/Aucu. It is clear that
both these processes should decreasej c1. The strongest
mechanism is connected with the change int ucu . Indeed it is
easy to estimate thatt ucu.1/@12(H/Hc)

2# and tf.@1
2(H/Hc)

2#1/4. Even if we take into account that the param
eterg may decrease with increasingH „because in a nonzer
magnetic field there is another pair-breaking mechanism
instead of tE we should use16,18 tE /A112tEts with ts
5D(T50,H50)/\@H/Hc(T50)#2

… it does not lead to an
increase ofj c1 with an increase ofH becauset ucu changes
faster thantf even in this case.

In the above model it is easy to show thatj c2(H)
5A4/27@12(H/Hc)

2#1.5 for the case of an uniform wire. In
Fig. 4 we present the results of our numerical calculatio
We found that bothj c1 and j c2 decrease with an increasin
magnetic field, and at someH* they practically merge. Un-
fortunately, it is quite difficult to find an analytical expre
sion for the dependence ofj c1(H) like we had for j c2. The
reason is the complicated behavior of the dynamics ofc in
the phase slip center.

The variationLQ with increasingH was obtained experi
mentally in Ref. 16. To compare with the theory the auth
of Ref. 16 used the expressions found in the work of Schm
and Scho¨n18 which are valid in the limitT→Tc . It is inter-
esting that in Ref. 16 it was found that expressions
Schmid and Scho¨n are quantitatively valid even far fromTc .
From this observation we may hope that the present theo
ical results are also valid over a wider temperature range
only nearTc .
09451
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The main conclusion which follows from the change
j c1 with decreasing wire length and/or applying magne
field is that there exist a critical lengthL* ~or critical field
H* ) below ~above! which the currentj c1 becomes equal to
j c2. It implies that for wires with lengthsL,L* and/or fields
H.H* there will be no jump in the voltage in the curren
voltage characteristic and theI -V curve will be reversible. It
will also result in the absence of a S-behavior in theV
5const regime~see Sec. II B!.

B. Constant voltage regime

In our earlier work we found that theI -V characteristic in
the V5const regime exhibits an S-like behavior12 and fur-
thermore for low voltages there is an oscillatory depende
of the current on the applied voltage~see Fig. 5!. As was
shown in Ref. 12 these properties are connected with
existence of two critical currentsj c1 and j c2. Here, we will
discuss the characteristic voltagesV1 andV2 ~see Fig. 5! and
their dependence on the length of the sample.

If we apply a voltageV to the wire of lengthL, then in the
sample, an electric fieldE5V/L exist which will accelerate
the superconducting electrons.24 When the current density
approachesj c2 phase slip centers will spontaneously appe
in the sample. As a result the momentum of the superc
ducting electrons~and hence the current! will decrease by
2p/L after each phase slip event. When the current den
decreases belowj c1 the phase slip process will no longer b
active and the applied electric field will be able to acceler
the superconducting condensate. This process leads to
odic oscillations in time of the current in the sample.

We can divide the period of oscillations~at least at volt-
agesV,V1) in two parts. First, the longest part is the on
during which the condensate is accelerated by the elec
field till the moment reachesj . j c2. The second part we cal

FIG. 4. Dependence of the lower critical currentj c1 ~squares
and solid curve! and upper critical currentj c2 ~dots and dotted
curve! on the applied magnetic field. Dotted curve is equati
A4/27@12(H/Hc)

2#1.5. The solid curve is the fitted expressio
0.26•@12(H/Hc)

2#1.36. We also plotted the dependencej c1(H)
~open triangles and dashed curve! where the effect ofH on g was
taken into consideration. We used the simple expressionge f f

5g0 /A11g0(H/Hc)
2 which even overestimates the effect ofH

~i.e., we tookg05g(H50)).
2-6
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CONDITION FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF PHASE SLIP . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094512 ~2004!
the transition period Ttr . The transition period also consis
of two parts: the time needed for the phase slip proces
~which is proportional to the number of phase slip events
hence the length of the wire! and the timeT0 for the decay of
the order parameter fromA2/3 ~when j . j c2) till the first
phase slip event and for the recovering ofucu back toA2/3
from zero after the last phase slip event~see Fig. 6!. The
minimal number of phase slip events which occur during
transition time is determined by the internal parameters
the superconductor (j c1) and its length12 which is given by

FIG. 5. Theoretical current-voltage characteristics of wires
different lengths forg510. The solid curve corresponds to theI
5const regime and is practically universal for the conside
lengths. The dot-dashed curve (L540j), dotted curve (L580j),
and dashed curve (L5160j) correspond to theV5const regime.
~b! is an enlargement of the low voltage region in~a!.

FIG. 6. The transition time consists of two part
Ttr5T01T2.
09451
es
d

e
f

Nmin5Nint@~pc2pc1!~L/2p11!#, ~9!

where pc1 is the smallest real root of the equationj c1

5pc1(12pc1
2 ) andNint(x) returns the nearest integer valu

At V,V1 the time-averaged current^ j & increases~with
oscillations! and in the rangeV1,V,V2 it decreases with
increasing voltage. The lowest minimal current in the lat
region is j c1

V which depends on the length of the system~see
Fig. 5 and Ref. 12!. In Fig. 7 we present the dependence
the above voltages on the length of the wire. The explana
for their different behavior is the following. At a voltageV1
the period of the oscillationT52pN/V1 (N is the number of
phase slip events during the transition time! of the current
becomes of order 2Ttr . The timeT0 does not depend on th
length and the voltage atV;V1. So, we can estimateV1 as

V1.
2pN

2Ttr
5

pN

T01^tPSC&N
5

paL

T01^tPSC&aL
, ~10!

where ^tPSC& is the average time between two phase s
events anda is the coefficient which depends onpc1 @see
Eq. ~9!# and hence on the specific superconductor. Wh
T0!^tPSC&aL the voltageV1 becomes practically indepen
dent of the length. Because the timeT0 depends on the re
laxation time of the absolute value of the order parameter
length of the wireLsat at whichV1 saturates depends on th
internal parameters of the superconductor.

The voltageV2 decreases with increasing length of th
sample because the lower critical currentj c1

V decreases. It is
interesting to note that the saturated value of the lower c
cal voltage coincides with the voltage jumpDV at j 5 j c1 in
the constant current regime. Because the minimal value
V2 is equal toDV for an infinitely long wire we may con-
clude that with increasing wire length theI -V characteristic
in the range of voltages (V1 ,V2) approaches the horizonta
line.

Defects, magnetic field, short length of the sample, e
will decrease the hysteresis and consequently the currentj c1
and j c2 approaches each other. If the difference betwe
them is small enough the S shape of theI -V characteristic at
the constant voltage regime changes to the usual monot

f

d

FIG. 7. Dependencies of the voltagesV1 andV2 on the length of
the wire. The results are obtained forg510.
2-7
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S. MICHOTTEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094512 ~2004!
behavior~see Fig. 8!. This happens because when the volta
approachesV1, the maximal current during the period of th
current oscillationT will be about j c1 ~becausej max cannot
substantially exceedj c2 but j c2 is already close toj c1 in this
case!.

We also would like to discuss how the change of t
boundary conditions will change the shape of theI -V char-
acteristic. If we apply theN-S boundary conditions theI -V
curve in the voltage driven regime also exhibits an S beh
ior but without oscillations in the current at small voltag
~see Fig. 9!. In this case there will always be an inevitab
voltage drop near the boundaries connected with the cur
in the wire through the relationVNS; j LQ ~because the elec
tric field and the normal current decays on a scale of
charge imbalance lengthLQ near the boundaries1!. Near the
boundary the nonzero electric field is compensated by
termLQ

2 ]E/]s @see Eq. 3~b! andE5 j n in our units# and the
superconducting electrons are not accelerated by this fi

FIG. 8. Current voltage characteristics of a superconduc
wire with a local suppression of the critical temperature in the c
ter of the wire. The parameters for the defect and the wire are
same as in Fig. 2~a!. For theI -V characteristic with small hysteres
in the I 5const regime theI -V behavior in theV5const regime is a
single-valued function of the current.

FIG. 9. Current-voltage characteristics of wires of differe
lengths in the case of theN-S boundary conditions.
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The situation is very similar to the case when we injec
current in the wire. When the current generated by this v
age reachesj c1 the phase slip process becomes possible
the system. But as in the case of the current driven reg
the superconducting state can be stable~metastable! until the
current reachesj c2 at V. j c2LQ . From our estimates it fol-
lows ~see Sec. III! that the fluctuations of the order paramet
are very important in our samples. Therefore, in our calcu
tions we introduce at some moment of time~at fixed voltage!
a phase slip center in the center of the wire and checked
will survive or not. As a result we obtained theI -V charac-
teristics as presented in Fig. 9. When the voltage is less
some critical value (V* ) the phase slip process decays
time and the resulting current in the wire is tim
independent. The whole voltage drop occurs near the bou
aries. AtV.V* ~and j . j c1) the dynamics of the condensa
in the wire will be similar to the case considered above
V.V1.

The reason for this is as follows. The current density
the wire at small voltages will always be less thanj c1 and j c2
due to the relationj ;VSN/LQ5V/LQ . When the current
density reachesj c1 the phase slip process becomes poss
in the sample. But such a phase slip process leads to a fi
voltage. As a consequence the voltage drop at the bound
will sharply decrease when a phase slip center is created.
it implies that the full current density will also decrease a
consequently will become less thanj c1. We can conclude
that the phase slip process may survive in such a type
superconductor only if the applied voltage will be rough
equal toDV( j ) plus the voltage drop near the boundari
VSN necessary for the creation of a current larger thanj c1

V .
Concluding the theoretical part, we present in Fig. 10

I -V characteristics in theI 5const andV5const regimes at
different temperatures close toTc . With decreasing tempera
ture the range of currents, where there is a S-behavior
creases and the voltagesV1 and V2 increases. It resemble
the experimental results presented in Refs. 12 and 25 an
Sec. III.

g
-
e

t

FIG. 10. Current voltage characteristics of a superconduc
wire of length 600j(0) at different temperatures close toTc . We
used typical parameters for Pb:j(0).40 nm andg(0).100. This
result shows an increase of the differencej c22 j c1 in absolute units
with decreasing temperature.
2-8
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TABLE I. Parameters for the different samples.

L(mm) d(nm) Rn(7.1K)(V) Rres(4.3K)(V) Hc(4.5K)(T) j1(4.5K)(nm) j2(4.5K)(nm) rn(7.1K)(mV•cm)

A 22 40 300.9 14.9 1.271 37 16 1.67
B 50 55 210.2 21.7 0.925 38 19 0.86
C 50 55 465.9 80.7 1.652 21 14 1.75
D 50 70 94.6 17.6 0.591 46 24 0.52
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III. EXPERIMENT

Measurements of theI -V characteristics were done o
single Pb nanowires12,25 with typical diameter about 50 nm
and length 22–50mm ~see Table I!, applying either a dc
current of a dc voltage. Conceptually, applying a voltage b
to a superconductor may appear difficult because it requir
bias source with a lower internal impedance. However,
superconducting nanowires always possess a nonzero
sidual resistance~around 20V) due to contact resistanc
and/or a resistance associated to the metallic part of
superconductor-metal-insulator~SMI! transition induced by
disorder.26 This residual resistance was measured indep
dently with a lock-in amplifier by applying a very small cu
rent (0.1mA). The initial slope of theI -V curve, measured
when applying a dc current, also reflects this nonzero
sidual resistance~see Refs. 12 and 25!. This allowed us to
apply a voltage to such nanowires using a voltage sou
which has an internal impedance as low as;0.1 V.
Moreover, the resulting dc applied voltage was th
measured separately with a Keithley voltmeter and the c
rent flowing into the nanowires was measured using a 1V
resistance added in series. We also checked that the load
of our voltage source can be described by the equa
V(mV)522.13531023 I(mA) 1const. The slope of
these loadlines are substantially flatter than the slope
the ‘‘S-shaped’’ curves that we obtained in the
voltage drivenI -V characteristic measurements~see Fig. 13
below!.

FIG. 11. Resistive transition of our different samples. Note t
for the narrowest sample~A! the width of the transition is wides
and for the widest sample~D! it is narrowest.
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At first we would like to discuss the rather wide resisti
transitions and strong magnetoresistance effect~see Figs. 11
and 12! in our samples. We may claim, taking into accou
the small diameter of our nanowires, that the effect of
thermoactivated3 and the quantum-activated27,28 phase slip
phenomena is very strong in our samples. It is easy to
that with increase of the diameter of the nanowire the wi
of the resistive transition decreases. Our estimations, ba
on Giordano expressions,27 showed that for sampleA even at
T50 the number of quantum phase slip events should
about;105 per second. That is the reason why we did n
observe in our experiment any hysteresis in the curr
driven regime~see below!. But this rate is not large enoug
to destroy the S behavior in the voltage driven regim
Indeed, the period of oscillations of the current for Pb
about 1029 s at V;V1 and T50. This means that only
at temperatures close toTc the fluctuating PSC’s will
interrupt the internal temporal oscillations in the ord
parameter and ruin the S behavior. In other words
system can be in a state withj . j c1 only during a time which
is less than the time between two phase slips. This resul
the coincidence of theI -V characteristics both in the curren
and the voltage driven regimes at temperatures close toTc
~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 25!. We would like also to mention the
small difference in the critical temperatures which impli
that all our samples have practically the same value of
superconducting gap.

As can be seen in Fig. 12, the wider the transition width
R(T), the smaller the magnetic field where the resistan
starts to increase with increasing magnetic field.

t
FIG. 12. Magnetoresistance of our different samples

4.3 K.
2-9
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S. MICHOTTEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094512 ~2004!
Of course, our nanowires are not free from imperfectio
Although our fabrication technique produce samples wh
are quite regular~see Ref. 25 for the scanning electron m
croscopy picture!, we may distinguish two kinds of imper
fections. First, there can be deviations from an ideal cy
drical shape. Indeed, although the nanopores of
membrane in which the nanowires are grown are designe
be as regular as possible, there may exist a smooth varia
in diameter along the length of the nanowire, which we
timated to be not more than 10%. However, in addition
these smooth variations, it may happen that a defect in
membrane leads to a constriction in the measured nanow
In this case, the diameter can be locally reduced quite im
tantly and this results in a lower critical current and a larg
critical magnetic field. This is in fact what we observed
sample C. In addition to such shape imperfections, we n
also that the parameters of our nanowires strongly vary fr
sample to sample—see Table I~we estimated the coherenc
length using the expressionHc52.9F0 /(pjd) (j1) and
Hc5F0 /(2pj2) (j2) for the critical field!. The reason for
this difference in resistivity is related to the second kind
imperfections, which is structural disorder that is form
during the electrodeposition of these nanowires inside
nanopores. Indeed, as shown in Ref. 29, these nanowire
polycrystalline and inevitably contain structural defects su
as dislocations, twins, etc. These two kinds of imperfectio
results in differences in theI -V characteristics~Fig. 13!. For
example for samples A and B we observed two jumps in
voltage which we explain by the appearance of two succ
sive phase slip centers in the nanowire but for sample C
found only one jump in the voltage. Indeed, due to the pr
ence of a constriction in this sample, heating may drastic
affect the behavior of this sample, precipitating the return
the normal state. Unfortunately sample D was broken dur
the measurements and we could not measure itsI -V charac-
teristic.

We found that jumps in the voltageDV are practically the
same for all three samples~see Figs. 13 and 14!. It agrees
with the theory presented in Sec. II. Indeed all the th

FIG. 13. Current-voltage characteristics of samples AT
54.3 K), B (T54.37 K), and C (T54.2 K) in the current~grey
curves! and voltage~black curves! driven regimes. The low curren
residual voltage was subtracted from the experimental data.
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samples have almost the sameTc and hence the same supe
conducting gap. It is also natural to suppose that the timetE
is almost the same for all our samples. We can expect tha
parametersg and u are the same for all our samples an
consequently the relaxation timet ucu and the ratioLQ /j are
the same. This automatically leads to the invariance ofDV
on rn . From the results of Sec. II B it follows that the vol
ageV2 decreases with increasing~in j) nanowire length~see
Fig. 6!. For our shortest sample A:L.(600–1400)j ~see
Table I!. This means that in our nanowires the voltageV2
already reaches the minimal valueDV and henceV2 is inde-
pendent ofrn for our nanowires. The voltageV1 depends not
only on the length of the nanowire but also on the relaxat
time of the order parameter during the transition periodT0
@see Eq.~9!# and hence the voltageV2 may reachDV at
shorter lengths thanV1 if the timeT0 is large enough~in Fig.
6 the opposite situation is presented—at firstV1 reaches the
saturated value!.

If the current density is uniformly distributed over th
cross section of the sample then the oscillations of the o
parameter will be in phase along the cross section, and in
caseDV will not depend on the size of the sample. It is
direct consequence of the fact that the time-averaged ch
cal potential of the superconducting electrons should
equal and constant on both sides of the phase slip cente
phase slip line/surface.

Our results show that if one uses the Skocpol-Beas
Tinkham~SBT! ~Ref. 8! model for the estimation ofLQ one
should be very careful. Indeed, those authors replaced
normal current density in the PS center by the express
I n(0)5(I 2bI c1). As a result the derivativedIn(0)/dI51
becomes current independent. But in general the time der
tive may be larger than unity@see Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. Sec-
ond, if the length of the sample is comparable withLQ we
should replace 2LQ by 2LQtanh(L/2LQ) @see Eq.~7!#. As a
result the differential resistance in samples withL;LQ may
be larger, in general, than the normal one.30 This case corre-
sponds to our samples (Rdi f.320 V, Rdi f.351 V, and
Rdi f.456 V for samples A, B, and C respectively after th
first jump in voltage!. But from the SBT model follows tha

FIG. 14. Jump in the voltageDV @see Figs. 5~a! and 13# for
samples A–C at different temperatures.
2-10
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CONDITION FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF PHASE SLIP . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 094512 ~2004!
Rdi f<Rn ~the equality sign holds for samples withL
&LQ).

Unfortunately we do not know the actual dependen
I n(0)(I ) for our samples. If we use the values obtained fro
the SBT model (LQ512.6, 48.5, and 30.3mm for samples
A, B and C, respectively! which is qualitatively understand
able for longer samples, we have a too small number of P
~compare samples A and C!. And in this case, the questio
arises whyLQ changes so much. Probably, the SBT mo
gives us only the correct order of magnitude forLQ which is
only useful as an estimate.

Finally, we present our results on the influence of an
plied magnetic field on theI -V characteristics. We limit
ourselves to data for sample A in the current driven regi
~see Fig. 15!. These results already support our theoreti
predictions of Sec. II B. It is evident that the lowe
critical current density decreases with increasing app
magnetic field. For some range ofH values only one jump in
the voltage exists. We explain it by an increase ofLQ at
relatively large magnetic fields and hence there is a lack
space for the coexistence of two phase slip centers in
nanowire. At high magnetic fields the order parameter
strongly suppressed byH and the effect of quantum phas
slip fluctuations becomes more pronounced. This is the
son for a smoothing of theI -V characteristics at high mag
netic fields.

IV. DISCUSSION

In conventional superconductor near Tc theN-S boundary
conditions~in the sense mentioned in Sec. II A! are valid.17

For T→0 the bridge boundary conditions are more app
cable due to Andreev reflections at the border between
normal metal and the superconductor.17,31 At intermediate
temperatures we expect a mixture of theN-S and bridge
boundary conditions. It means that part of the voltage w
drop at the boundaries and part in the sample. The situa
in our experiment is even more complicated because in

FIG. 15. Current-voltage characteristics of sample AT
54.3 K) in the current driven regime in the presence of a para
magnetic field. The magnetic field increases from right to left w
steps of 0.1T.
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two-point measurements there is also a voltage drop at
contacts. Probably, this will not allow us to observe the
cillations of the current in the voltage driven regime. Anoth
reason is that our samples are very long compared toj ~even
for our 22-mm sampleL.1000j) and consequently the
amplitude of the oscillations is very small. But neverthele
our calculations in both limiting cases of bridge andN-S
boundary conditions predicts an S shape of theI -V charac-
teristic.

We found that the type of boundary conditions are not
important for the process of nucleation of phase slip cen
if the length of the sample is much larger thanLQ . How-
ever, the difference in the process of the conversion of
perconducting electrons to normal ones and vice versa a
N-S boundary at various temperatures plays a crucial r
for the creation of phase slip centers in shorter nanowi
It turned out that for similar parameters~nanowire’s
length, coherence length, superconducting gap,tE) phase
slip centers appear in the superconducting wire at sma
currents for the case of the bridge geometry bound
conditions.

All our theoretical results are strictly speaking only val
nearTc , which is the temperature region where Eqs.~1! and
~2! are quantitatively correct. Nevertheless, experimental
sults supports our prediction on the competition of two
laxation times in the creation of a phase slip center even
from Tc . Indeed, an applied parallel magnetic field decrea
the lower critical current~compare Figs. 15 and 4!. Jumps in
the voltageDV turned out to be almost an independent fun
tion of the disorder~of the resistance of the sample! as it
follows from theory. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to
check the dependence ofj c1 on the length of the nanowire
using our technique because every preparation of a
sample leads to a different level of disorder and hence
ferent values forj andLQ .

Therefore, we expect only quantitative differences in t
dependence ofj c1(T,H), j c2(T,H), as compared with our
theoretical results. Some qualitative differences~see Ref. 32!
in the dynamic of the order parameter at the phase slip ce
or the creation of charge imbalance waves33 cannot affect the
main properties of our theoretical results because it does
influence the existence of the two different critical curren
j c1 and j c2. This may lead to quantitative differences in th
dependence oftf andt ucu on the microscopic parameters o
the superconductor.

Finally, we would like to discuss other mechanism
which, for our geometry, may lead to an S behav
of the I -V in the V5const regime. The first is heating.34

In order to explain the double S structure for our sample
and B by this mechanism we have to assume that h
dissipation and heat evacuation have a very complica
and non trivial dependence on temperature. We do
know any mechanisms which can lead to such a depend
in our case. In addition, we did not observe any hystere
in the current driven regime which is an inevitable prope
of that mechanism if theI -V characteristic would have
a S shape in the voltage driven regime. For these reason
believe that heating is not responsible for the obser
behavior.
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Second, if the nanowire contains a normal region theI -V
characteristic will exhibit an S behavior due to multiple A
dreev reflections in the SNS structure.35 We do not have any
indication of this process from ourR(T) andR(H) measure-
ments which shows that our samples are quite homogene
Furthermore the structure would occur at voltages m
smaller thanD/e. In our case the S behavior is seen forV
.D/e; see Fig. 13@for Pb, D(0).1.4 meV]. Andreev re-
flection on theN-S boundaries may give rise to a zigza
shape of theI -V in the V5const regime36 but this effect is
negligible for our samples withL@j0.
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